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THROUGHOUT HUMAN CIVILIZATIONS; THERE WERE MOMENTS OF COLLECTIVE ATTEMPTS TO REBUILD A UTOPIAN FUTURE TRIGGERED BY 
POLITICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND/ OR ECONOMIC CRISES. CRISIS SEEMS TO BE A UNIQUE MOMENT TO INITIATE/ GAIN CRITICAL 
MASS ATTENTION TOWARDS MAKING A NEW PAGE/CHANGE IN HISTORY. IN OTHER WORDS, AS (ARCHITECTS AND URBAN PLANNERS) WE ARE 
CONSTANTLY RECONSTRUCTING UTOPIAN FUTURES, GREAT MODERNIST VISIONS IN THE 1920S’ AND LATER IN 1960S’; THOUGH THEY WERE NOT 
ABLE TO COPE WITH THE EVOLVING ECONOMIC/ SOCIAL CONSTRUCT OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM--THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT MODEL OF CAPITALISM 
- THAT WE ARE OPERATING WITHIN SINCE THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION. THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN REALITIES AND THE INDIVIDUAL/
COLLECTIVE, PROJECTED FUTURE HAS SEEMED TO FAIL US. UTOPIA- BECOMES DYSTOPIA- OR EVEN SOMETHING UNREACHABLE – A MERE  
IDEOLOGICAL HOPE OF HUMAN CIVILIZATION--ALMOST LIKE A DOGMATIC RELIGION. 
PROJECTING INTO THE FUTURE, IN THE YEAR 2050, WHAT IF MOST DEVELOPMENTS IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES ARE FACING PROBLEMS OF 
MAINTAINING OR DEALING WITH OVERSIZED INFRASTRUCTURES? PROBING THE FUTURE IN TODAY’S EYES SUGGEST THAT THE FATE OF “NEW” 
CITIES HAVE LONG BEEN SCRIPTED AND ARE PRESCRIBED TO DOOM.
AND NOW, WE ARE IN A CRITICAL MOMENT OF CRISIS/ OPPORTUNITY IN TURNING OVER TO A PATH TO A NEW ATTAINABLE REALITY IN THE MIST 
OF UNIMAGINABLE SPEED OF CITY MAKING PROCESS IN CHINA. NEVER BEEN MORE URGENT THAN BEFORE, ECONOMIC GROWTH ACCOMPANIED 
BY VAST URBANIZATION—THE CITIES AND THEIR QUALITY OF LIFE ARE IN TROUBLE NOW…. HOW SHOULD ARCHITECTS/ URBANISTS REACT IN A 
SMART WAY THAT COULD DEVISE A REMEDY TO “CORRECT” THE ULTIMATE “SYSTEMATIC FAILURE” IN THE POST-UTOPIAN FUTURE?
AND WHAT SHOULD HAVE HAPPENED TO URBANISM--30 YEARS AGO—WILL HAPPEN NOW? 
THIS THESIS INTENDS TO REVISIT AND UNPACK THE ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGY OF HYBRID GROUP-FORM  IN HOUSING, QUESTIONS THE 
PERMANENT/ INFLEXIBLE NATURE OF THE IDEOLOGIES OF THESE TYPOLOGIES. THE THESIS ATTEMPTS AS AN COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION 
OF AN ANATOMY OPERATION IN FINDING THE ELEMENTS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE PARADOX OF INCAPABILITY IN ADDRESSING THE CYCLE OF LIFE 
AND DEATH OF CITIES ESPECIALLY AT THOSE MOMENTS OF ARISING COMPLICATION AND MULTIPLICITY OF ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND CULTURAL CRISIS IN THE NEW ERA OF CHINA.
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WHEN...EVERYTHING GROWS FAST , DIES FAST; THE WORD 
“NOW” CEASED TO EXIST. TRACES OF PERMANENCY OF 
GRAPHIC, WORDS AND PROJECTS ON PAPER SEEM MORE 
PROMISING THAN THE UNCERTAIN “ECONOMIC BUBBLES” 
CREATED BY THE MONSTER OF CAPITALISM. 
AS ARCHITECTS, 
WE BETTER DRAW FAST BEFORE THE BURST OF 
ANOTHER FALSE DREAM...
THEN,
>>! ARCHITECTURE REGAINS ITS AUTONOMY !
|  11
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> ! PROLOGUE - OU-TOPIA? EU-TOPIA, POST-UTOPIA !
          
“POST-UTOPIA-”, “EU-TOPIA (GOOD PLACE)”, “OU-TOPIA (NO-PLACE)”
UTOPIAN PLANNING/DESIGN URGES FOR A SOCIAL REFORM OR IDEALIZE SITUATION OF CITY LIFE THAT 
COULD ACCOMMODATE SOCIAL CHANGES AT THE TIME, EITHER IS TECHNOLOGICAL, POLITICAL OR A 
DIRECT CONFRONTATION/ EMBRACE OF ECONOMIC SYSTEM. 
EXAMPLES OF MOVEMENT AND MANIFESTOS INCLUDING THE FUTURISM IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY 
WHO MIGHT HAVE EMBRACES THE GOOD AND BAD CHARACTERS OF THE NEW INDUSTRIAL CITIES 
SUCH AS “SPEED, YOUTH, MOVEMENT, EXCITEMENT, DANGER, AGGRESSION, TURBULENCE, NOISE, 
ENERGY AND CHAOS.” MARINETTI WROTE IN THEIR FOUNDATION MANIFESTO OF 1909: “THE WORLD’S 
SPLENDOR HAS BEEN ENRICHED BY A NEW BEAUTY: THE BEAUTY OF SPEED” . 1
ANOTHER EXAMPLE LIKE BROADACRE CITY BY FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT IS TO CREATE AN ALTERNATIVE 
FOR SOLVING THE INTENSIFIED AND DISORGANIZED AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL CITIES, POSES FORWARD 
AN AMERICAN DREAM OF DECENTRALIZATION VERSION OF INDIVIDUALITY AND DEMOCRACY--“THE CITY 
OF THE NEW FREEDOM” DISPERSAL OF INHABITANTS ACROSS THE LAND ON ONE-ACRE PLOTS, INTO 
SEPARATE NUCLEAR FAMILIES.” OTHER EXAMPLEES FOR URBAN PLANNING IS EBENEZER HOWARD’S 
GARDEN CITY OF TOMORROW…
YET, IF SUCH PROPOSALS OF VISIONARY ARCHITECTURE / UTOPIAN CITIES WERE BETTER PLACE 
FOR LIVING, THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN SUCCEED AND REALIZED IN CERTAIN WAYS PLACE-MAKING 
ADVANCEMENT. IF THESE PROPOSALS WERE NOT TESTED IN A PARTICULAR MOMENT OF SOCIAL, 
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SITUATION, THEY WOULD EASILY TURN INTO ‘OUTOPIA’. ‘OUTOPIA’ IS A 
NO-PLACE, WHICH MEANS THAT THE VISION OF ARCHITECTS IS SO FAR-FETCHED AND EVERYTHING IS 
MERE HYPOTHETICAL WITHOUT ANY CLOSE ALIGNMENT TO CURRENT STATUS QUO. SUCH PROPOSALS 
ARE DOOMED TO FAIL OR JUST FOR THE SAKE OF CREATION-- “WITHOUT IDEA OF A PLACE- UTOPIAN 
THOUGHT WOULD SIMPLY LAPSE INTO SOME OTHER STYLE OF ETHICAL, METAPHYSICAL, OR 
>>CHAPTER !:
PROLOGUE
1. IAN TOD AND MICHAEL 
WHEELER.  UTOPIA. LONDON: ORBIS 
PUBLISHING, 1978. P.131. 
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POLITICAL SPECULATION. THIS IS WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT THAT UTOPIAN THOUGHT IS THE ONLY 
WAY TO SPECULATE CONCRETELY ABOUT A PROJECTIVE CONNECTION BETWEEN ARCHITECTURE AND 
POLITICS. TO DESIGN UTOPIAS IS TO ENTER THE LABORATORY OF POLITICS AND SPACE, TO CONDUCT 
EXPERIMENTS IN THEIR RECIPROCITY. THIS LABORATORY-UNLIKE THE CITY ITSELF-IS A PLACE IN 
WHICH VARIABLES CAN BE SELECTIVELY AND FREELY CONTROLLED. AT THE POINT OF APPLICATION, OF 
THE CONCRETE, UTOPIA CEASES TO EXIST.” 2 
UNDOUBTEDLY, TYPOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT OF ARCHITECTURAL FORM IS A DEVICE OF SOCIAL 
CHANGE THAT FALLS IN THE HANDS OF ARCHITECTS. UTOPIAN PROPOSALS ARE SUPPORTED BY 
IAN TOD AND MICHAEL WHEELER: “DESIGNER’S WORK INEVITABLY INVOLVES SPECULATIONS AND 
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE, HOWEVER MUCH THAT MIGHT BE CLOTHED IN PROFESSIONAL 
JARGON. INDEED, IF PROGRESS IS THE REALIZATION OF UTOPIAS, IT IS TO CONSIDERABLE EXTENT 
DESIGNERS WHO TURN THE TECHNICAL UTOPIAS INTO WORKING PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES”.  3
IN THIS THESIS, I ARGUE FOR A POST-UTOPIAN PROPOSAL WHICH SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A 
‘EUTOPIA’ (A GOOD-PLACE) THAT WOULD BE ABLE TO EMBRACE THE SYSTEMATIC FAILURE OF THE 
CURRENT SITUATION IN CHINA, PROJECTING INTO A PLAUSIBLE FUTURE BY A NEW INVESTIGATION 
OF AN APPROPRIATE SCALE OF ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGY OF HYBRIDIZED HOUSING. 
2. SORKIN, MICHAEL. P.7 . “EUTOPIA 
NOW!”. HAVARD DESIGN MAGAZINE 
31: (SUSTAINABILITY) + PLEASURE, 
VOL. II: LANDSCAPES, URBANISM, 
AND PRODUCTS.FALL/WINTER 
2009/10. 
 
3. IAN TOD AND MICHAEL 
WHEELER. UTOPIA. LONDON: ORBIS 
PUBLISHING, 1978. P.147.
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“LADDER STEP DOCTRINE’ AND  ITS RESULTS OF DISPOSABLE INCOME/ CAPITA, 2009 SOURCE: NATIONAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS
ILLUSTRATION DATA FROM ROGGEVEEN, DAAN. HOW THE CITY MOVED TO MR. SUN, SUN PUBLISHERS, 2010., P27
> 1650 USD/ Year
1200-1650 USD/ Year
<1200 USD/ Year
> SPEED UP DEVELOPMENT
> ENERGY AND RAW MATERIALS
> PREPARATION FOR FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT
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>1.1 BACKGROUND OF ISSUES, AND CONTEXT    
          
GLOBAL CAPITALISM- CHINA TAKES ON THE GLOBE HOMOGENIZED SITUATION/IDEOLOGY BUT 
RESULTED WITH A SLIGHT DEVIATION / TRAJECTORY.
CHINA - AS A LEGITIMIZED TESTING GROUND OF CONTEMPORARY TIMES. THE RAPID GROWTH OF 
CHINESE CITIES ARE UNPRECEDENTED, CREATING ITS OWN KIND OF MONSTER OF “GDP BOOSTER”. IN 
MANY WAYS, THE SITUATIONS IN CHINA ARE SIMILAR TO THE RAPID MODERNIZATION IN JAPAN HALF 
A CENTURY AGO. BUT SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT THAN ANY OTHER COUNTRIES, CONDITIONS IN CHINA 
ARE EXTREMELY FAST-PROCESSED AND OPERATED UNDER A HYBRIDIZED NATURE OF SOCIAL AND 
POLITICAL UNPRECEDENTED CONSTRUCT IN POST-SOCIALIST CHINA. ECONOMIC REFORM WITH A 
PLANNED AND CENTRALIZED GOVERNMENTAL POLICY DRIVEN PLANNING MODEL, THE SINGLENESS OF 
GOAL-ORIENTATION IS TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC GROWTH WITH AN UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
 
THE CHINESE “CAPITALISM WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS” IS A LIBERATED ECONOMY YET WITH 
A CONTROLLED FREEDOM. THE PLANNED ECONOMY STRATEGY FOUND ITS FLEXIBILITY IN EXPANDED 
AND CONTRACTED GROWTH OF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH AN EFFECTIVE TOP-DOWN PLANNING MODEL. 
YET, CHINA IS NOT STABLE BUT DYNAMIC, CHAOTIC, UNPREDICTABLE: “ONE SHOULD BEAR IN MIND 
THE BASIC RULE OF STALINIST HERMENEUTICS: SINCE THE OFFICIAL MEDIA DO NOT OPENLY REPORT 
TROUBLE, THE MOST RELIABLE WAY TO DETECT IT IS TO LOOK OUT FOR COMPENSATORY EXCESSES 
IN THE STATE PROPAGANDA: THE MORE “HARMONY” IS CELEBRATED, THE MORE CHAOS AND 
ANTAGONISM THERE IS IN REALITY. CHINA IS BARELY UNDER CONTROL. IT THREATENS TO EXPLODE.”4 
IN THE CHINESE CONTEXT, THE FAST PACED- CONSTANT CENTRALIZATION - DECENTRALIZATION 
AND RECENTRALIZATION IS A PROMINENT PHENOMENON THAT ARCHITECTURE HAS TO BE ABLE TO 
ADDRESS WHEN ITS PARADOXICAL NATURE OF PERMANENCE. ARCHITECTURE NEEDS TO BE ABLE TO 
ADDRESS THE CURRENT FLUX OF IMPERMANENCE/CHAOTIC --
THE EXTREME CONDITIONS IN CHINA.
>>CHAPTER 1:
WHY CHINA NOW?
4. ZIZEK, SLAVOJ. LIVING IN THE 
END TIMES , VERSO, NEW YORK: 
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COUNTRY-WIDE URBANIZATION; ITS IMPLICATIONS AND EFFECTS 
ILLUSTRATION DATA SOURCE: GOOGLE MAP OF XI’AN ; IMF INTERNATIONAL  FINANCIAL STATISTICS
 ROGGEVEEN, DAAN. HOW THE CITY MOVED TO MR. SUN, SUN PUBLISHERS, 2010., P29, 71, 209
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>1.2 WHY CHINA IS SHRINKING?- SIGNS OF SYSTEM OBSOLESCENCE AND (VACANCY)
VACANT BUILDINGS
CRISIS 1: GHOST TOWNS - REAL ESTATE BUBBLE PRIVATE COMMERCIAL (COMMODITIZED) APARTMENT 
AS THE SINGLE MODEL OF “GDP BOOSTER”; WITH AN EXTREME POLARIZATION OF THE RICH AND THE 
POOR --URBAN LANDSCAPE SHAPED BY THE FORCE OF CAPITALISM THAT IS “PROGRAMMED TO DIE” 
NO LONGER IS AN ANSWER TO THIS COUNTRY.
SMALLER TOWNS AND VILLAGES ARE BEING RE-ALOGGERMERATED INTO LARGER YOUNGER 
DEVELOPING CITIES THAT ARE TRYING TO CATCH UP WITH THE REST OF THE WORLD. THESE THIRD-
TIER CITIES IN CHINA ARE FACING REGENERATION, VAST SCALE DEMOLITION AND RECONSTRUCTION. 
AND WE ARE NOW TALKING ABOUT BIG SCALES…A SCALE OF UNPRECEDENTED.
“VAST NEW CITIES OF APARTMENTS AND SHOPS ARE BEING BUILT ACROSS CHINA AT A RATE OF TEN 
A YEAR, BUT THEY REMAIN ALMOST COMPLETELY UNINHABITED GHOST TOWNS. IT’S ALL PART OF 
THE GOVERNMENT’S EFFORTS TO KEEP THE ECONOMY BOOMING, AND THERE ARE MANY PEOPLE 
WHO WOULD LOVE TO MOVE IN, BUT IT’S SIMPLY TOO EXPENSIVE FOR MOST.” 5  GHOST TOWNS 
IN ZHENGZHOU, ORDOS, DONGGUAN, QINGSHUIHE ... ETC, WERE BUILT WITHIN THE LAST DECADE. 
INCLUDING CIVIC BUILDINGS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, HOTELS AND APARTMENT BUILDINGS; WITH ALL 
NECESSARY INFRASTRUCTURES-- THE HARDWARE. HOWEVER, ACCORDING TO AN ANALYST FROM 
FORENSIC ASIA LIMITED BASED IN HONG KONG, GILLEM TULLOCH, HIS STATISTICS SHOWS THAT 64 
MILLION VACANT EMPTY APARTMENTS ARE IN EXISTING ACROSS CHINA, WITH A MAXIMUM OF 25% 
OCCUPANCY RATE, IF BEING OPTIMISTIC. 6 
 SINGLE “BUILDING/ DEVELOPMENT” FORMULA CREATED WHICH IS A HIGH-RISE APARTMENT 
BUILDING TYPE THAT IS “TRANSPLANTED” FROM ECONOMIC SUCCESSFUL CITIES- HONG KONG, 
SINGAPORE AS THE “IDEAL” DEVELOPMENT MODEL FAILED TO RESPOND TO THE LOCAL RICH CULTURE/ 
>>CHAPTER 1:
WHY CHINA NOW?
5, 6. MARCH 20, 2011.  HTTP://
WWW.SBS.COM.AU/DATELINE/
STORY/ABOUT/ID/601007/N/CHINA-
S-GHOST-CITIES
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>CRISIS !:
DIVERSE CULTURE WITHIN CHINESE COMMUNITIES. MUCH REAL ESTATE LEFT BUILT BUT NEVER 
OCCUPIED. IN ORDUS—AN INNER-MONGOLIA CITY WITH RICH NATURAL RESOURCES (COAL AND 
OIL) HAS SHOWN A PROPERTY BOOM SINCE 2006. THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BUILT A NEW CITY FOR 
ONE MILLION PEOPLE CALLED KANGBASHI BUT EVERYTHING TURNED STAGNANT IN 2011 WHEN THE 
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT STARTED MEASURES AIMED AT CLAMPING DOWN THE COUNTRY’S PROPERTY 
INFLATION. PRICES HAVE DROPPED BY UP TO A THIRD—ARE HAPPENING IN CITIES ACROSS CHINA, 
INCLUDING SHANGHAI AND BEIJING. THESE RESULT IN WORRIED INVESTORS (HOME BUYERS), 
UNFINISHED SKYSCRAPERS AND FLEEING MIGRANT WORKERS. 7
“AFTER A HOUSING BUBBLE THAT DOUBLED VALUES IN 35 CITIES BETWEEN 2004 AND 2009, PRICES 
ARE NOW FALLING NATIONWIDE. THE CENTRAL BANK SAID ON FRIDAY PROPERTY PRICES HAD 
REACHED A TURNING POINT WHILE BANKS ARE WORRIED A PRICE SLIDE OF 20 PERCENT COULD 
TRIGGER PANIC SELLING.” “PEOPLE ARE WORRIED. ESPECIALLY IF THEY HAVE BOUGHT TWO OR THREE 
APARTMENTS,” SAID YU MINGJUN, A WORKER SITTING IN A DOWN JACKET AT A RAMSHACKLE OFFICE 
OF A HALF-COMPLETED PROJECT IN THE OLD TOWN.” 8
THE EXTREME COMMODITIZED OF HOUSING CREATES SOCIAL ANXIETY AND DRIVES POLARIZATION 
OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY--THE PRICE OF EXISTING REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT ARE SO EXPENSIVE 
THAT OWNING AN APARTMENT BECOMES AN IMPOSSIBLE DREAM OF MANY WORKING CLASS. THE 
NEW EMERGING CLASSES: NEW EMERGED MIDDLE CLASS & YOUNG ‘OVERSEA ENLIGHTENED’ AND 
THE POOREST MIGRANT WORKING CLASS, WHOM ARE NOT EVEN CAPABLE OF BUYING THEIR OWN 
APARTMENTS. WITH AN AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME OF MIGRANT WORKER COUPLES WHO EARN 
ABOUT $900 RMB= $143.55USD, THEY COULD ONLY RENT AN 11.35 SQ. M BY USING ALL OF THEIR 
MONTHLY INCOME . 9, 10 
7, 8. DEC 2, 2011. HTTP://
WWW.REUTERS.COM/
ARTICLE/2011/12/02/US-
CHINA-PROPERTY-BUBBLE-
IDUSTRE7B10XA20111202 
9. HTTP://WWW.
GLOBALPROPERTYGUIDE.COM/
ASIA/CHINA/RENTAL-YIELDS 
10. POPULATION POVERTY LINE 
= $2300RMB; CURRENT LIVING 
MODEL : 25-30% ARE JOIN FAMILY 
IN A UNIT ; NEW POLICY BY THE 
CENTRAL GOVERNMENTAL PLAN 
IN 2012 IS TO BUILD AND HAS 
AT LEAST 20% OF AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING IN A 5-YEAR PLAN GOAL-
-AND FINANCIALLY SUPPORT THE 
BANKRUPTED DEVELOPERS
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>CRISIS !:
CRISIS 2: OBSOLESCENCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUSTAINABILITY ISSUE – FORESEEABLE 
SHRINKAGE
ALAN BERGER'S ESSAY--"CHINA'S FUTURE LANDSCAPE IS ALREADY MADE IN THE U.S.A--WRITTEN 
BACK IN 2006. ALAN BERGER HAS MADE A PREDICTION ON THE FUTURE OF PEARL DELTA RIVER'S 
DEINDUSTRIALIZED LANDSCAPE INTO 2050. "THE YEAR IS 2050. CHINA'S MODERN INDUSTRIAL AGE 
IS ENDING, AND OBSOLETE FACTORIES ARE STREWN ACROSS THE URBAN LANDSCAPE. GLOBAL 
INVESTMENT HAS EVAPORATED, AS CORPORATIONS THIRST FOR NEW LOW-WAGE LABOR FORCES 
IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD. CHINA ITSELF IS OUTSOURCING MUCH OF ITS OWN LOW-SKILL 
LABOR TO OTHER COUNTRIES. THE CHINESE ECONOMY'S BACKBONE IS MIDDLE-CLASS CONSUMER 
SPENDING, WHILE THE MIDDLE CLASS REPRESENTS THE CONSTITUENCY OF THE NATIONAL 
WORKFORCE. ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES, SUCH AS WATER AND LANDSCAPE ARE RENDERED 
SHADOWLESS. SANITARY LANDFILLS ARE FULL, AND TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE IS 
OVERSUBSCRIBED. NEARLY EVERYONE OWNS AT LEAST ONE AUTOMOBILE, AND GASOLINE STATIONS 
ARE UBIQUITOUSLY LOCATED THROUGHOUT EVERY CITY, TOWN, AND VILLAGE. PETROCHEMICAL 
PLANTS LINE URBAN WATERFRONTS AND ARE CORDONED OFF FROM PUBLIC ACCESS DUE TO 
CONTAMINATIONS AND DERELICT BUILDINGS." 11
IT IS HAPPENING IN 2012 NOW, IN THE SOUTHERN COASTAL PARTS OF CHINA (PEARL DELTA 
RIVER), WHERE MOST OF THE FIRST INDUSTRIALIZATION HAPPENED HERE. INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION 
THREATENING THE LIVES OF ITS CITIZENS, ABANDONED FIELDS AND DERELICT FACTORY BUILDINGS 
ARE INCREASING. AN IMPORTANT AND UNPRECEDENTED QUESTION HAS RISEN--HOW CAN WE BRING 
PRODUCTION CLOSER TO USER? DO WE NEED TO (RE-)INTRODUCE A NEW LIVE/WORK MODEL FOR A 
SUSTAINABLE HOUSING TYPOLOGY?
11. BERGER, ALAN AND MARGARET 
CRAWFORD (EDITORS). PG 67-
69. “NANSHA COASTAL CITY- 
LANDSCAPE AND URBANISM IN 
THE PEARL RIVER DELTA” HARVARD 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 
DESIGN, CAMBRIDGE: 2006.
AMERICAN & EUROPEAN CITIES ARE SHRINKING
                 VS. CHINESE CITIES ARE EXPANDING
TION ON MANHATTAN IN 2010 - 1,585,872 
951/SQ MI (27,394/SQ. KM)
DETROIT LOST 51% OF ITS 
POPULATION SINCE 1950
45%+ OF POPULATION IS LIVINING 
IN CHINESE CITIES IN 2006 WHERE
THERE WAS ONLY 13.6% IN 1954
1950:
1,849,568 
2000: 
951,270
2006:
45%+=
>585,683,100  1954:
13.6%=
81,961,760
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THE CYCLE OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE WORLD SCENE 
DECLINE AND SHRINKAGE IN U.S. AND E.U. VS. RAPID GROWTH AND EXPANSION IN CHINA
ILLUSTRATION DATA SOURCE:  ATLAS OF SHRINKING CITIES EDITED BY PHILIPP OSWALT & TIM RIENIET  2006 ; GLOBALHEALTHFACTS.ORG
URBANIZATION in CHINA from 1980-2012 HAS INCREASED BY 400 MILLION:
400 MILLION PEOPLE = 
252.23 MANHATTAN ISLANDS
TOTAL POPULATION ON MANHATTAN IN 2010 - 1,585,872 
DENSITY OF 70,951/SQ MI (27,394/SQ. KM)
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CHINA NOW IN NEED OF A FLEXIBLE FRAMEWORK TO ACCOMODATE FLUCTUATION IN DENSITY
AS MANY OF THESE DREAMS GRADUALLY BECAME DYSTOPIA-- OBSOLESCE OF OVERSIZED INFRASTRUCTURE AND EMPTIED 
APARTMENT REAL ESTATES; THE RIDGID SINGLE “BUILDING/ DEVELOPMENT” FORMULA HAS TO BE RETHOUGHT AND A NEW FLEXIBLE 
FRAMEWORK IS NEEDED TO ACCOMODATE CONSTANT/ UNPREDICTABLE FLUCTUATION IN DEMAND AND DENSITY.
IN THIS THESIS, I ARGUED FOR A POST-UTOPIAN PROPOSAL WHICH SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A ‘EUTOPIA’ (A GOOD-PLACE) THAT 
WOULD BE ABLE TO EMBRACE THE SYSTEMATIC FAILURE OF THE CURRENT DEVELOPMENT SITUATION IN CHINA, PROJECTING INTO A 
PLAUSIBLE FUTURE BY A NEW INVESTIGATION OF A FLEXIBLE INFRASTRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK FOR HYBRIDIZED HOUSING WITHIN AN 
APPROPRIATE SCALE OF INTERVENTION. 
GHOST TOWNS AND OBSOLETE BUILDINGS, FARMLAND AND INFRASTRUCTURES ABANDONED BY OWNERS IN CHINA 
COLLAGES OF IMPACT OF CHANGE IN ECONOMIC SHIFTS AMONG WORLD POWERS -  CHINA AND U.S.A.
SHANGHAI
NINGBO
JINHUA 
(SITE OF STUDY)
179 km
2.3 hr
HANGZHOU
249km
3.5 hr
177km
2.8 hr
222 km
2.6 hr
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JINHUA- IN RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LARGER CITIES; SOURCE:  GOOGLE MAP 
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>1.3 SITE- JINHUA CITY, ZHEJIANG
HOUSING THE MASS POPULATION IS ALWAYS AN ISSUE IN THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT STAGE OF A GROWING NEW TOWN. THE 
VAST POPULATION ACROSS THE COUNTRY OF CHINA IS UNDERGOING THE PROCESS OF CENTRALIZATION INTO DIFFERENT MAJOR 
DEVELOPING CITIES. TOWN AND VILLAGES ARE ABSORBED INTO MAJOR CHOSEN STRATEGIC CITIES.
THIS PROJECT TAKES PLACE IN ONE OF THE MANY GENERIC GROWING SMALL INDUSTRIAL CITIES OF CHINA, JINHUA ( SITUATED 
WITHIN THE PROXIMITY OF CLOSED BY LARGER PROVISIONAL CITIES IN THE YANGTZE RIVER DELTA ECONOMIC ZONE- HANGZHOU, 
NINGBO AND SHANGHAI).  BLOOMING CONSTRUCTIONS, MONO- MODEL OF INDUSTRIALIZATION ( FIRST STAGE OF ECONOMIC CYCLE) 
AND THE NEED OF EXPANSION AND URBANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC AGENDATHE LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS PROJECTING A GROWTH OF 
URBANIZED POPULATION FROM 1,150,000 TO 1,920,000 ( EQUIVALENT TO 121% OF PEOPLE LIVING ON MANHATTHAN ISLAND IN 2010) 
IN 2020.
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT, JINHUA IS EXPECTED TO EXPAND INTO A LARGER SCALED CITY.
HOWEVER, WHAT IF THE CITY IN 2050, AFTER THE PEAK AND THE AGING POPULATION BEGAN TO DECLINE; INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
BUILT BUILDING BECOMES OBSOLETE, ESPECIALLY THE RIDGID HOUSING UNITS DESIGNED ONLY AS A MONO-TYPE.
THE HYPOTHESIS OF RECREATING A SELF-SUSTAINING BUILDING ENTITIES THAT ARE INDEPENDENT FROM EXISTING URBAN 
CENTERS BY REPRODUCING HETEROGENEOUS ELEMENTS OF MINIATURE OF A CITY -- A-CITY-WITHIN- A-CITY.
HETEROGENEOUS ELEMENTS INCLUDES A GOOD MIX OF LIVE/ WORK / PLAY / OPEN SPACES ARE IMPORTANT IN MAINTAINING CERTAIN 
LEVEL OF VITALITY OF A LIVABLE PLACE. THE SEPARATION BETWEEN GENERIC VERSUS A SPECIFIC PROGRAM IS NO LONGER ABLE TO 
SATISFY INDERTERMINACY IN HOUSING TYPOLOGY, THUS A NEW MIXED-USE HIGH DENSE HYBRID HOUSING TYPOLOGY IS THE POSSIBLE 
ANSWER IN A FAST GROWING, YOUNG CITY.
>>CHAPTER !:
WHY CHINA NOW?
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JINHUA- UNDERSTANDING THE CITY
EARLY CITY WALLS DATED BACK TO THE TIME OF THE MONGOL EMPERORS IN 1352. ( SOME WERE RELOCATED FOR TOURISM )
HISTORICAL HERITAGE WITHIN THE CITY -- SHRINES AND TEMPLES
OLD DISTRICT- NORTH OF RIVER
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JINHUA- UNDERSTANDING THE CITY
SMALLER STREET WIDTH, MORE INTIMATE NEIGHBOURHOODS AND “SEMI-GATED” COMMUNITIES WERE FORMED IN THE TIMES OF
PRE-1980’S. A SMALL NUMBER OF COMMUNAL HOUSING / WORK UNITS ARE REMAIN IN THE OLD DISTRICT. 
LOCAL URBAN FABRIC AND LIVING CONDITIONS
OLD DISTRICT- NORTH OF RIVER
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JINHUA- UNDERSTANDING THE CITY
HISTORICAL HERITAGE WITHIN THE CITY -- SHRINES AND TEMPLES
OLD DISTRICT- NORTH OF RIVER
TALLEST BUILDING IN THE CITY IS THE --BEST WESTERN WORLD TRADE HOTEL JINHUA - 35 FLOORS ; SURROUNDED BY LARGE 
SOMMERCIAL SHOPPING MALLS AND STREET NIGHT MARKETS
THE MODERN JINHUA-- MAIN COMMERCIAL A EA
NEW DISTRICT
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JINHUA- UNDERSTANDING THE CITY
JINHUA INDUSTRIAL PART - BUILT IN 2002.
17 PAVILIONS IN A PARK ALONG THE YIWU RIVER, DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF THE POET AI QING.
IN 2002 DESIGNER AND CURATOR AI WEIWEI INVITED 16 ARCHITECTS AROUND THE WORLD TO DESIGN PAVILIONS FOR A PARK ON A 
RIBBON OF LAND THAT STRETCHES OVER 2 KILOMETERS ALONG THE YIWU RIVER.
THE PARK IS DEDICATED TO HIS FATHER, THE POET, AI QING WHO WAS BORN IN JINHUA.
PARTICIPATED BY INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTS SUCH AS: HERZOG DE MEURON, YUNGHO CHANG, WANG SHU, TOSHIKO MORI, 
BUCHNER & BRUENDLER ARCHITECTEN, CHRIST & GANTENBEIN, MICHAEL MALTZAN...ETC
STATUS AS IN 2012: THE PARK WAS NOT FRQUENTLY USED AND POORLY MAINTAINED; IT WAS BEING CRITIZED AS BEING TOO FAR 
FROM THE CITY CENTER; THERE IS NO OBVIOUS PROGRAM NOT FUNCTION WITHIN THESE PAVILIONS.
OTHER ARCHITECTURAL ICONS
NEW DISTRICT
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JINHUA- PROPOSED SITE LOCATION - WU BAI TIAN ISLAND
HISTORICAL HERITAGE WITHIN THE CITY -- SHRINES AND TEMPLES
OLD DISTRICT- NORTH OF RIVER
CURRENTLY A BLANK SLATE ; POSSIBLY CONSTRUCTING A NEW COMMERCIAL MALL AND A RECREATIONAL LANDSCAPE
CHOSEN SITE -- WU BIAN IA ISLAND
IN-BETWEEN HE NEW AND OLD
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JINHUA- UNDERSTANDING THE VISION OF THE CITY OFFICIAL
THE VISION OF THE CITY: URBAN PLANNING OF CITY EXPANSION IN 2006-2020
N
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Assume Chinese Central 
Government will be de-
veloping 20 testing sites 
for the 
“Ant Group” (Floating 
work force)
Floating population + Work force:
30 % of city dwellers  = 480,000 pp
480,000 pp
Floating population + Work force:
20 % of city dwellers  = 133,100 pp
133,100 pp
Floating population + Work force:
10 % of city dwellers  = 96,000 pp
96,000 pp
2005-2012 2020 (Expansion) 2050 (Shrinkage)
6,655 pp        24,000pp       4,800 pp
Basic unit size
for single person
min. :30 sq.m. Total GFA: 199650 sq.m.    720,000 sq.m.   144,000 sq.m.
30sq. m. 30sq. m. 30sq. m.
12 sq. m.
1,150,000 people = 72.5 % of people 
lives on Manhatthan Island in 2010
(1,585,872 pp)
58% urbanization = 665, 500 people
FLOATING POPULATION + WORK FORCE
Floating population + Work force:
20 % of city dwellers  = 133,100 pp
 133,100 pp
(+67%) 
1,920,000= 121 % of people lives on 
Manhatthan Island in 2010
84% urbanization = 1,600,000 people
Floating population + Work force:
30 % of city dwellers  = 480,000 pp
480,000 pp
(-50%) 
960,000 people = 60% of people lives 
on Manhatthan Island
100% urbanization = 960, 000 people
Floating population + Work force:
10 % of city dwellers  = 96,000 pp
96,000 pp
2005-2012 2020 (Expansion) 2050 (Shrinkage)
1.) FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICES WILL BE MORE AND MORE DEMANDED IN THE FUTURE LIVING
2.) SMALL-SCALE AFFORDABLE LIVING UNITS FOR ALL CLASSES AND A MORE SUSTAINABLE AND PLAUSIBLE LIFESTYLE.
3.) DIVERSED AND COLLECTIVE SHARED SPACES AND PROGRAMS WILL BE PERFERRED AND DEMANDED
JINHUA- POPULATION GROWTH TREND ANALYSIS AND ESTIMATION OF REQUIRED NEW GFA FOR HOUSING THE ANTICIPATED URBANIZING POPULATIONS IN 
BOTH 2020 (GROWING) AND 2050 (SHRINKING) SCENARIOS; SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.JINHUA.GOV.
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>>CHAPTER !:
WHY CHINA NOW?
>1.3 SITE- JINHUA CITY, ZHEJIANG
    THE EXPERIMENTAL CASE OF AN EXPANDING THIRD TIER CITY :   
    (IN)FILLING THE INNER VOID OF (THE CORE OF) THE CITY   
WHY “URBAN ARCHIPELAGO” AS THE URBAN TACTIC?
POST-UTOPIAN URBANISM ARGUES THAT UNDER THE GLOBALIZATION OF CAPITALISTIC DEVELOPMENT 
MODEL, CHINA HAS SEEMINGLY URGED FOR A NEW MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT. THE EXHAUSTION OF 
THE OLD TYPICAL-- THE TYPICAL REPRESENTS CERTAIN IDEOLOGY WITHIN A CULTURE THUS BECOMES 
“THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT SURVIVAL FORM” OF A PARTICULAR CITY- A MULTIPLICITY OF 
SUCH TYPE IS BEING REPLICATE AND STAMP ALL OVER THE CITY THUS CREATE ITS OVERALL URBAN 
FORM--THE OBSOLESCES OF THE “TYPICAL” POST FORWARD A CERTAIN IDIOSYNCRATIC NATURE OF 
THE ISOLATED “IDEAL” TYPE. THE IDEA OF URBAN ARCHIPELAGO SUGGESTS THAT ARCHITECTURE 
FORM NO LONGER STANDS AS IF A SEPARATED FORMAL ENTITY BUT HAS TO BE ABLE TO “REACT” 
AND “RELATE” TO IT SURROUNDING CITY. THIS THESIS PROJECT SEES ARCHITECTURE AS THE 
“ARCHETYPICAL” ISLAND (A MICRO-CITY) WITHIN A LARGER URBAN FABRIC, AN ISLAND THAT IN A 
POSSIBLE SCALE ACHIEVE BY ARCHITECT; AN ISLAND OF NEW IDEOLOGY THAT COULD BE TESTED.
THE ARCHIPELAGO IDEAL WAS THEORIZED BY OSWALD MATHIAS UNGERS IN THE 1970’S, AND 
DESCRIBED IN THE NEW BOOK OF PIER VITTORIO AURELI’S “THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ABSOLUTE 
ARCHITECTURE”: “THE CONCEPT OF THE ARCHIPELAGO DESCRIBES A CONDITION WHERE PARTS 
ARE SEPARATED YET UNITED BY THE COMMON GROUND OF THEIR JUXTAPOSITION. IN CONTRAST TO 
THE INTEGRATIVE APPARATUS OF URBANIZATION, THE ARCHIPELAGO ENVISIONS THE CITY AS THE 
AGONISTIC STRUGGLE OF PARTS WHOSE FORMS ARE FINITE AND YET, BY VIRTUE OF THEIR FINITENESS, 
ARE IN CONSTANT RELATIONSHIP BOTH WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH THE “SEA” THAT FRAMES 
AND DELIMITS THEM. THE ISLANDS OF THE ARCHIPELAGO DESCRIBE THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURAL 
FORM WITHIN A SPACE MORE AND MORE DOMINATED BY THE “SEA” OF URBANIZATION. THE ISLANDS 
ARE FRAMED BY THIS SEA, YET THEIR FORMAL BOUNDARIES ALLOW THEM TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS 
WHAT FRAMES AND, TO A CERTAIN EXTENT, (RE)DEFINES THE SEA BETWEEN THE ISLANDS. SUCH AN 
ACT OF FRAMING AND REDEFINITION CONSISTS NOT IN THE IMPOSITION OF A GENERAL PRINCIPLE 
12. AURELI, PIER VITTORIO. “THE 
POSSIBILITY OF AN ABSOLUTE 
ARCHITECTURE” , MIT PRESS, 
CAMBRIDGE: 2011
13. HOWARD, EBENEZER. GARDEN 
CITIES OF TO-MORROW (LONDON, 
1902. REPRINTED, EDITED WITH A 
PREFACE BY F. J. OSBORN AND AN 
INTRODUCTORY ESSAY BY LEWIS 
MUMFORD. (LONDON: FABER AND 
FABER, [1946]): P.140
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OR OF AN OVERALL NORM, BUT IN THE STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT OF SPECIFIC ARCHITECTURAL FORMS THAT ACT AS FRAMES, AND 
THUS AS A LIMIT TO URBANIZATION.” AURELI ALSO ADDS, “THESE FORMS ARE THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT TODAY ARE CALLED “ICONIC 
BUILDINGS.” ICONIC BUILDINGS ARE TYPICALLY SINGULAR LANDMARKS WHOSE AGENCY IS INSCRIBED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE LOGIC OF 
URBANIZATION. INDEED, THE AGENDA OF THE ICONIC BUILDING IS A POST-POLITICAL ARCHITECTURE STRIPPED BARE OF ANY MEANING 
OTHER THAN THE CELEBRATION OF CORPORATE ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE.” 12
“NOW, THERE ARE FEW OBJECTS WHICH THE PEOPLE SO JEALOUSLY GUARD AS THEIR PARKS AND OPEN SPACES; AND WE MAY, I 
THINK, FEEL CONFIDENT THAT THE PEOPLE OF GARDEN CITY WILL NOT FOR A MOMENT PERMIT THE BEAUTY OF THEIR CITY TO BE 
DESTROYED BY THE PROCESS OF GROWTH OF THEIR CITY, AND THUS PRECLUDE MANY FROM ENJOYING ITS ADVANTAGES? CERTAINLY 
NOT. THERE IS A BRIGHT, BUT OVERLOOKED, ALTERNATIVE. THE TOWN WILL GROW; BUT IT WILL GROW IN ACCORDANCE WITH A 
PRINCIPLE WHICH WILL RESULT IN THIS—THAT SUCH GROWTH SHALL NOT LESSEN OR DESTROY, BUT EVER ADD TO ITS SOCIAL 
OPPORTUNITIES, TO ITS BEAUTY, TO ITS CONVENIENCE.” 13
NEVERTHELESS, THE ENDLESS EXPANSION OF CITIES IS MAKING US MOVE AWAY FROM THE ORIGINAL IDEALS OF EBENEZER HOWARD’S 
GARDEN CITIES; CONFINE AND LIMIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF A GROWING CITY. 
AT THIS MOMENT OF CHINA, CONCENTRATION OF POPULATION (DENSITY) HAS NEVER BEEN THAT DESIRABLE AS BEFORE--AND 
CHINA IS RUNNING OUT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND; HOW CAN WE INTERNALIZE AND REGISTER THE URBAN MORPHOLOGY FOR  
UNDERSTANDING THE CYCLE OF CITY GROWTH AND DEATH OF CITY? 
THUS, THE ISLAND IN BETWEEN THE HEARTS OF A DIVIDED CITY IS THE BEST CORE FOR UNDERTAKING SUCH EXPERIMENTATION.
1984                                  1996                                                          2000                                                                     2006            
CITY AREA:
10,916 km sq. 
RAPID GROWTH AND RADIAL OUTWARD EXPANSION IN 26 YEARS TIME IN JINHUA; SOURCE:   JINHUA CITY PLANNING  - HTTP://WWW.JINHUA.GOV.CN
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WU BAI TIAN ISLAND:  SITE OF  NEW  INTERVENTION  IDENTIFIED IN THE CENTRAL VOID OF THE CITY CORE
N
Beijing Shanghai Hongkong
HongkongShanghaiBeijing
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>>CHAPTER 1:
WHY CHINA NOW?
>1.4 OPTIMIZING THE SCALE OF OPERATION - GRID SIZE
NEW SUPERBLOCKS DEVELOPMENTS  VS TRADITIONAL URBAN FABRIC IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF CHINA; BEIJING , SHANGHAI AND HONG KONG 
SOURCE: GOOGLE MAP
New York Barcelona
BarcelonaNew York
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NEW AND OLD CITY BLOCK SCALES IN NEW YORK AND BARCELONA
SOURCE: GOOGLE MAP
IMAGE SET ON THE LEFT:
THE TYPICAL NEW YORK CITY LOT-
20X100 TO 65M BY 250M 
IMAGE SET ON THE RIGHT:
CERDA’S NEW CITY BLOCK FOR 
BARCELONA:-113.3 X 113.3 M 
 
GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARY FORMAL GRID
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FACTORS IN DETERMINING BLOCK FORMS
ORIGINAL SOURCES: AURELI, PIER VITTORIO. “THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ABSOLUTE ARCHITECTURE” , MIT PRESS, CAMBRIDGE: 2011
MAKI, FUMIHIKO. INVESTIGATIONS IN COLLECTIVE FORM, A SPECIAL PUBLICATION NUMBER 2, THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS: 1964 ; P.49
1km
80m
60m
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COLLAGE OF PROPOSED SIZE OF 60M X 60M GRID OVER THE SITE (WU BAI TAIN ISLAND) IN JINHUA; GOOGLE MAP 
N
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EVOLUTION OF ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGY IN HOUSING, CHINA
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“TYPOLOGY IS A WAY OF ANALYTICAL MOMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND IT BECOMES 
READILY IDENTIFIABLE AT THE LEVEL OF URBAN ARTIFACTS.”-ALDO ROSSI, 1984.14  
?
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>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
>2.1 ARCHITECTURAL INQUIRIES AND MANIFESTO ON URBAN FORM
         
IF A COUNTRY OF A VAST POPULATION IS DEMANDING FOR A NEW AND BETTER WAY TO HOUSE 
ITS POPULATION, HOUSING TYPOLOGY IS UNDOUBTEDLY THE FIRST DOMINANT TYPOLOGY TO BE 
ADVANCED. MOREOVER, IT SHOULD NOT BE MERELY A POLITICAL SLOGAN IN RESOLVING HOUSING 
PROBLEM, BUT AN IMPORTANT MOMENT OF OPPORTUNITY TO INJECT A SOCIAL REFORM THROUGH 
A EUTOPIAN DESIGN THAT WOULD ADDRESS THE VOLATILE SITUATION TO BETTER THE SYSTEMS— 
ESPECIALLY CONSIDERING THE TREMENDOUS SCALE OF EFFECT ON URBAN FORM OF CHINESE CITIES. 
“TYPOLOGY IS A WAY OF ANALYTICAL MOMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND IT BECOMES READILY 
IDENTIFIABLE AT THE LEVEL OF URBAN ARTIFACTS.”-ALDO ROSSI, 1984. -14
WE CAN READ A CITY OF ITS CULTURE AND IDEALS BY UNDERSTANDING THE URBAN TYPE. ONE CAN 
IDENTIFY CERTAIN PATTERN ACROSS AND GENERALIZE, CATEGORIZE CERTAIN FORM INTO PARTICULAR 
‘TYPES’. SUGGESTED BY RAFAEL MONEO IN HIS WRITING “ON TYPOLOGY”, “ ‘-LOGY’ OF ‘TYPOLOGY’ 
IS THE DISCOURSE, TREATISE, THEORY (METHOD) OR SCIENCE OF TYPE”.15 THIS THEORIZATION 
PROCESS CREATES “TYPOLOGY” THAT CONSISTS OF AN IDEOLOGY OF THE DOMINANT TYPE IN 
PARTICULAR SITUATION. THUS THIS DOMINANT TYPE CAN BE READ AS THE IRREDUCIBLE ELEMENT 
OF A CITY AND HOLD AN EXTENSIVE SYNTHESIS OF ITS CULTURE, GEOGRAPHICAL, POLITICAL AND 
ECONOMIC LOGIC WITHIN THE CITY’S LARGER SYSTEM OF OPERATION. 
MOST IMPORTANTLY, THIS THESIS ARGUES THAT ARCHITECTURAL TYPE IS AT ITS MAXIMAL CONTROL 
AND POWER OVER A CITY WHEN A TYPICAL FORM TRIUMPHS IN EXISTENCE. THE MOMENT IT 
SUCCEEDS THROUGH SELF-MULTIPLICATION AND RECREATION OF VARIANTS THAT WOULD SPREAD 
ACROSS THE LANDSCAPE OF A CITY. THUS “TYPE” IS A VALID CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND IN THE END 
IS “A QUESTION ON THE ARCHITECTURAL WORK ITSELF” ARGUED BY KAREL TEIGE, IN 1932 “ANY IDEAL 
PROPOSAL WOULD BE TECHNICALLY AND ECONOMICALLY CAPABLE OF REALIZATIONS”. 16
14. ROSSI, ALDO. THE 
ARCHITECTURE OF THE CITY 
(OPPOSITIONS BOOKS), P.41.  MIT 
PRESS, CAMBRIDGE: 1984
15. MONEO, RAFAEL.  “ON 
TYPOLOGY”, P.23.  OPPOSITIONS 13, 
1978, P.23
16. KARIEL TEIGE, THE MINIMUM 
DWELLINGS, TRANSLATED BY 
ERIC DLUHOSCH, MIT PRESS 
(CAMBRIDGE, MA AND LONDON), 
2002; [NEJMENSI BYT, VACLAV 
PETR (PRAGUE)] 1932., P.12
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1930-2010 
     TERRACED COMPLEX
     SLAB / SUPERBLOCK
       APARTMENT TOWER
GROUP FORM STRUCTURE
>2.2 PRECEDENT STUDIES
   HOUSING TYPOLOGIES CORRELATIONSHIPS  
>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
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>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
INCREASED SURFACE AREAS (TERRACES) 
FOR VIEWS AND GREENS
MAXIMIZE LIGHT AND AIR 
MODULAR ELEMENTS
INNOVATIVE STRUCTURAL SOLUTION 
NEEDED
1:2500 1:5001:200 1:200
HABITAT 67
MOSHE SAFDIE - 1967
     TERRACED COMPLEX
     
ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: FRENCH, HILARY KEY URBAN HOUSING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, LAURENCE KING 
PUBLISHING, LONDON:2008
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DESIGN STRATEGY IN HABITAT ‘67
ARCHITECTURAL SCALE - INFRASTRUCTURAL SYSTEM
SECTIONAL DIAGRAM ALAYSIS OF HABITAT’67
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Walkable walkway 
with plastic street 
shelter
Infrastructure within the “tube” in 
relationship to the walkway
Infrastructure layout within the “tube” in 
relationship to the units
The plumbing and electrical distribution diagram: 
walkway
56 sm
55 sm
56 sm
55 sm
Terrace Area: 
52 sm
Unit Area vs Terrace Area 
1:1
Unit Area vs Terrace Area 
1:0.25
Unit Area vs Terrace Area 
1:0 
Unit Area vs Terrace Area 
1:0.48
Terrace Area: 
28 sm
Terrace Area: 
0 sm / 55 sm
Terrace Area: 
52 sm
Total Unit Area: 
111 sm
Unit Areas: 
56 sm, 55sm
Total Unit Area: 
57 sm
Total Unit Area: 
116 sm
ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS OF INFRASTRUCTURAL SYSTEM  & 
UNIT AGGREGATION VS. OVERALL SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATION
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System of Organization
System of Unit Aggregation
Structural system
Inclined structure
and
load bearing system
Terraces with safety railing and 
4-sided views
Load bearing units
Prefab modular units of box module which 
based on 3.5” grid
ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS OF INFRASTRUCTURAL SYSTEM  & 
UNIT AGGREGATION VS. OVERALL SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATION
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1:2500 1:1000
1:500 1:200
1:200
1:200
SIMPLE CORRIDOR CIRCULATION
MASS HOUSING
FLEXIBILITY IN SECTIONAL (MAISONETTE)
UNITE D’ HABITATION (MACHINE FOR LIVING)
LE CORBUSIER -1946-1947
     SLAB / SUPERBLOCK
       
ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: FRENCH, HILARY KEY URBAN HOUSING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, LAURENCE KING 
PUBLISHING, LONDON:2008
MOST EFFECIENT REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
CENTRALIZED CORE CIRCULATION AND 
STRUCTURE
FAIR NUMBER AND SIZES OF UNITS
EASY CONSTRUCTION METHOD 
(VERTICAL EXTRUSION)
KEELING HOUSE, CLUSTER BLOCK 
DENYS LASDUN - 1955-1958
1:500
1:200 1:200
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       APARTMENT TOWER
ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: FRENCH, HILARY KEY URBAN HOUSING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, LAURENCE KING 
PUBLISHING, LONDON:2008
1:1000 1:200 1:200
1:2500 1:200 1:500
MARINA CITY 
BERTRAND GOLDBERG -1963
LAKE SHORE DRIVES
MIES VAN DER ROHE - 1953
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ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: FRENCH, HILARY KEY URBAN HOUSING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, LAURENCE KING 
PUBLISHING, LONDON:2008
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DOMINANT TYPES, HONK KONG, 2011
ILLUSTRATION SOURCES: HTTP://THECITYASAPROJECT.ORG/2011/08/TYPE/
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1:2500
1:500
1:200
GROUP FORM STRUCTURE
AN URBAN ENCLOSED SPACE
SHARED PUBLIC OPEN SPACE WITHIN A COMMUNITY
VISUAL AND SPATIAL CONNECTION OF RESIDENTS
(INNER- CONNECTIVITY)
CREATE AN IDENTITY OF THE GROUPED COMMUNITY 
(IN SOCIAL AND URBANISTIC SENSE)
THE WHALE 
DE ARCHITEKTEN CIE - 2000
GROUP FORM STRUCTURE
ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: FRENCH, HILARY KEY URBAN HOUSING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, LAURENCE KING 
PUBLISHING, LONDON:2008
1930 1940 1950 1970 1980 1990 2010 2020 2030 2040
No. of Units
Units Types
sq. m/ Users
Construction Technique:
Mixed Program:
Typology:
1960 20502000
337 units
448 units
300 units
186 units
158 units
214 units
24 units
12 units
28 units
213 units
140 units
172 units
157 units157 units
80 units
73 units
64 units
1967- 
Habitat 67
1991- 
Nexus World- 
Steven Holl
1993- 
Nexus World- 
OMA
2020- 
?
2008- 
The Mountain
1946 -
 Unite d’ 
Habitation 
1953-
Lake Shore 
Drive
1963- 
Marina City
1972- 
Robin Hood 
Garden
1970- 
Capsule 
Tower
1999- 
Kolner Brett
2005- 
Mirador
2008- 
Hardegg
2008- 
Boutique 
Monaco
2002- 
Silodam
2000- 
The Whale
1955-
Cluster 
Block-
Keeling 
house
1958-
Hansaviertel
apartment
2050- 
?
slab/ super block
Modular / Pre-fab
Live/ Work / Play
Apartment Tower Group Form Structure Terraced Complex
 / Infrastructure
L W P In
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L
L
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L
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8
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50
25
10
LOWER DENSITY LIVING
DIVERSITY
SELF-SUSTAINABLE
MULTIPLICITY
HYBRIDITY
FLEXIBILITY AMMENITIES
COMMERCE
2050IN JINHUA ?
AMMENITIES
WORK
PRODUCTION
INFRASTRUCTURE
-
*
7
*
/
( -
*
7
*
/
(
AMMENITIES
2020 IN JINHUA
HIGH DENSITY LIVING
COMMUNAL LIVING
FLEXIBILITY
AMMENITIES AMMENITIES
COMMERCE
-
*
7
*
/
(
-
*
7
*
/
(
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PRECEDENT STUDIES SUMMARY TABLE
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>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
>2.2 TRANSITION OF DESIRES: PROGRAM VS TYPOLOGY
THE CURRENT EXISTING MONO-TYPOLOGY COULD NOT SATISFY THE CHANGING DEMAND OF PROGRAM IN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT; THE 
POST-UTOPIAN URBANISM PROPOSES A MORE VIGOUROUSLY MIXED USE HYBRID TYPOLOGY IN THE PROJECTED FUTURES, IN ORDER 
TO SATISFY THE DRASTICALLY CHANGING POPULATION DENSITY.         
LIVE 955.8 sm
GFA 4680 SRO 36 sm
GFA 19320 - 60/ 90/150 sq,m unit types
LIVE 955.8 sm
GFA 38400 - SRO
12sm x200
24sm x 300
36sm x 800
total 1300 units
GFA 9600- Family Unit
60sm x 30
90sm x 20
150sm x 40
total 90 units
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PROGRAM CHANGES IN THE TWO PROJECTED SCENARIOS OF 2020 AND 2050 
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>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
THE MORPHOLOGY OF HYBRID HIGHRISE TYPOLOGY IN RECENT YEARS:
THE INCREASED SCALE OF SINGLE BUILDING DEVELOPMENT AND EVER CHANGING NEEDS OF INHABITANTS PROMOTES THE RISE OF 
THIS NEW HYBRIDIZED TYPOLOGY WITH MIXED USE FUNCTIONS. THESE FUNCTIONS INCLUDE AS MANY AS : CAR PARKS, LIVING UNITS, 
LIVE-WORK UNIT, OFFICE, SHOPPING, HOTEL, CULTURAL, CIVIC, EDUCATION AND SPORTS, ETC. 
IN THIS NEW TYPOLOGY, IT PROMOTES AND RECREATES A KIND OF SELF-SUSTAINING VERTICAL NEIGHBOURHOOD WITHIN A LARGER 
URBAN FABRIC ON GROUND.  
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HOWEVER, THE CURRENT INEFFECTIVENESS OF THESE HYBRID HIGH RISE TYPOLOGY ARE STILL REMAIN AN EVOLUTION OF THE 
CONVENTIONAL HIGH-RISE MODEL WHICH ARE MERELY AN ONE DIMENSIONAL EXTRUSION IN PLAN-- STACKING OF REPETITIVE PLANS. 
FLOOR PLATES ARE STILL REMAIN SEGREGATED. IT IS DISCONNECTING THE HORIZONTAL PLAN IN BETWEEN EACH BLOCK AS WELL AS 
EACH FLOOR AND PROVIDE NO RELATIONSHIPS AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE TWO.
THE POST-UTOPIAN URBANISM IS AN ATTEMPT TO ILLUSTRATE A NEW PROJECTED REALITY WHERE CHINA NOW IS HEADING 
TOWARDS; --THE INTRODUCTION OF DIVERSED SPECIFIC INFRASTRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK IS DESIGNED FOR A SELF-SUSTAINING 
VERTICAL URBAN SITUATION. MOREOVER, HOW DO WE EXPLORE THE SECTIONAL DIVERSITY BY PREMANENT INFRASTRUCTURAL 
INTEGRITY THAT PREVENTS OBSOLESCENCE?
ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: A + T, VITORIA-GASTEIZ, SPAIN : 2009, NO. 33-34 HYBRID III
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EVEN DISTRIBUTION DIVERSED  SPECIFICCIRCULATION DRIVENLAYERING PROGRAM
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
PLAY
PLA
Y
PLA
Y
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE LIVE 
LIVE 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
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STRATEGY DIAGRAMS OF ANALYSING INTERNAL MIXING OF PROGRAM ORGANIZATION IN RELATIONSHIPS TO THE BUILDING STRUCTURE: 
         
FOUR DIFFERENT STRATEGIES  IN CURRENT AND PROPOSED NEW MODEL
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>2.4 THE INFORMAL APPROACH: KOWLOON WALLED CITY, HONG KONG (DEMOLISHED IN 1993)      
>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
MAP OF KWC IN 1947/ SECTION CUT VIEW 1 : ILLUSTRATION SOURCE: 
WWW.ARCHITECTURE.UWATERLOO.CA/PORTFOLIO/.../
VIEW 1
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ILLUSTRATION REFERENCE: HTTP://ZOOHAUS.NET/WP/?P=4872
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE INFORMAL APPROACH OF KOWLOON WALLED CITY (KWC) IN HONG KONG, 
PRE-1993?
THE INFORMAL APPROACH IN RESOLVING A DRAMATIC INCREASE OF POPULATION DENSITY IN THE CASE OF KOWLOON WALLED CITY 
WAS AN INTERESTING PRECEDENT TO LEARN FROM: 
CONFINED IN AN ISOLATED PLOT OF 120M X 200M , THE DIVERSITY OF COMMUNITY LIFE AND PRODUCTION WAS CELEBRATED BY 
INCREMENTAL INFILLS BETWEEN EXISTING INDIVIDUAL BUILDING STRUCTURES. AT ITS FULL CAPACITY, ALL THE BUILDINGS WERE 
LINKED TOGETHER AS A COMPLETE UNIFIED AGGLOMERATION. PRODUCTION HOUSES, DAY-CARE CENTERS AND LOCAL STORES WERE 
ALL DIVERSELY DISTRIBUTED AMONG THE LIVING UNITS.  
THE VERTICAL MIXING OF PROGRAM FOSTERS A NEW KIND OF URBANISM – RE-CREATING THE HORIZONTAL NEIGHBORHOOD IN THE 
VERTICAL DIMENSION. YET, EACH BUILDING REMAINED ITS OWN CHARACTERISTICS AND DOMINANT FEATURE…
IT WAS A TRUELY SUCCESSFUL IN MAKING THE CASE OF A “DIVERSED SPECIFIC” MODEL.  
HOWEVER, WE CANNOT OVERLY CELEBRATE KOWLOON WALLED CITY WITH ITS DEFICIT IN PROVIDING A HEALTHY AND WELL LITE LIVE 
AND WORK ENVIRONMENT.
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PRECEDENT STUDIES REFERENCE : WWW.ARCHITECTURE.UWATERLOO.CA/PORTFOLIO/.../KWCREPORT080123.PDF
NOW:  HISTORICAL REMINISCE 
IN KOWLOON PARK
1984: POPULATION 
35,000-50,000
1984: POPULATION 
35,000-50,000
1973: POPULATION 
10,000
1963: POPULATION 
5000 1963: POPULATION 
5000
1993: DEMOLITION
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>2.5 CORE EFFECIENCY AND TYPES IN HIGH RISE TYPOLOGY
>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
13.75
86%
81%
TERRICA PLACE
85%
81%
10.8
SOORN-HWA 
BUILDING
UOB PLAZA 1
88%
70%
1411
74%
83%
BNI BUILDING
CITIBANK 
PLAZA
17
74%
84%
GOVERNOR 
PHILIP TOWER
79%
85%
12.15
Central Core
Tenant Efficiency
Owner Efficiency
Glass to Core Depth (m)
Central Core
Glass to Core Depth (m)
Owner Efficiency
Tenant Efficiency
Central Core
Glass to Core Depth (m)
Owner Efficiency
Tenant Efficiency
11 (max)
85%
74%
WAVE TOWER
85%
75%
12.15
HONG KONG 
TELECOM
RUFINO PACIFIC 
TOWER
87%
82%
10.5
14.5 g to c / 14.4 g to g
80%
77%
17.8
77%
66%
Century Tower
NTT MAKAHARITECHPOINT
Menara 
Mesiniaga
74%
87%
23/30
- -
83%
84%
23.2/30.6 g to c
Distributed Core
Side or Hybrid Cores
Owner Efficiency
Tenant Efficiency
Glass to Core Depth (m)
Glass to glass Depth (m)
Glass to Core Depth (m)
Owner Efficiency
Tenant Efficiency
16.2/31.1 g to g
83%
80%
15
17
86%
75%
Telekom 
Malaysia
ITI/ IME 
BUILDING
CORE TYPES  AND EFFICIENCY IN HIGH RISES
MIT School of Architecture + Planning  
CoreAtriumAtriumCoreAtrium CoreSplit Core End CoreCentral Core
Plan
Multiple
Tenant
Single
Tenant
Double
Tenant
CORE TYPES AND TENANT DIVISIONS SUMMARY TABLE
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SUMMARY OF DESIGN RESEARCH INQUIRIES:
WHAT IS “DIVERSED SPECIFIC”?
A SPACE WHICH IS SPECIFICLY DESIGN YET ABLE TO ADAPT TO DIVERSE ACTIVITIES.
WHAT KIND OF SPECIFICITY CAN BE INNATELY DESIGN FOR TRANSFORMATIONS?
AS THE SIZE OF SPACE INCREASES, THE RANGE OF PROGRAM INCREASE  THUS THE 
MORE AMBIGUOUS AND THE MORE ARCHITECTURAL QUALITY EXISTS.
HOW TO MONUMENTALIZE THE INFRASTRUCTURE?
THE PERMANENCE OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEM HAS TO BE MAINTAINED.
HOW TO EFFECTIVELY FILLED IN PLAN AND SECTION, YET QUALITY OF SPACE 
( LIGHT AND AIR ) HAS TO BE ACHEIVABLE AND MAINTAIN LIVABILITY?
MAXIMIZE THE DEPTH OF THE BUILDING, AND RADICALIZE A BUILDING ORGANIZATION 
TO REACH MAX FAR.
>>CHAPTER 2:
THEORETICAL RESEARCH OF THE “PROTOTOTYPICAL TYPOLOGY” 
DIVERSED  SPECIFIC
INFRASTR
AMENITIE
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 
WORK 
WORK 
WORK 
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
PLAY
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE 
LIVE LIVE 
LIVE 
STRUCTURAL FLEXIBILITY OPTIMIZED FLEXIBILITYPROGRAMMATIC ORGANIZATION
WALL /COLUMN FLOOR/STAIR/SLOPE APERATURE
1.8288
2.4384
4.0000
0.4478
0.8715
4.0000
+ =
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>THE POST-UTOPIAN URBANISM : MULTIPLICITY IN SCALES
    3.1 URBAN MASTERPLAN
>>CHAPTER 3:
OPERATIONAL METHODOLOGY & OUTCOMES
WU BIAN TIAN ISLAND - BIRD’S EYE VIEW
RESERVED GREEN SPACES FOR PUBLIC USE
& WATERFRONT INFRASTRUCTURES
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>>THE POST-UTOPIAN URBANISM : METHODOLOGY-IN-TEST --MULTIPLICITY IN SCALES
THE THESIS ARGUES THAT THE NEW “TYPICAL” URBAN FORM AS A SUCCESSFUL (POST-UTOPIAN) AND A GENERIC SOLUTION, 
APPLICABLE TO ALL, OVER 667 CITIES OF CHINA IN DIFFERENT MOMENT OF THE CLOSED-LOOP CYCLE WHICH ARE TRYING TO TAKE UP 
THE PRESSURE OUT OF GROWING EXPANSION OF LARGER CITIES CLOSE BY. 
A NEW RELEVANT HYBRID BUILDING THAT INVESTIGATES THE NEW TYPOLOGY AS A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM THAT COULD ADDRESSES THE 
GROWING URBANIZED POPULATION YET ABLE TO ADAPT TO THE SHRINKAGE AND CONDENSIFICATION PROCESS OF THE POPULATION 
THROUGHOUT 30 YEARS OF TIME. MOREOVER, FLEXIBILITY AND LIVABILITY ( LIFESTYLE) IS THE KEY IN THE PROJECTED FUTURE.
THIS THESIS ARGUES FOR THE EXTREME HYBRIDIZED COLLECTIVE LIVING MACHINE AS A THE NEW DOMINANT SUSTAINABLE “TYPE” -- 
HIGH RISE COMPACT MIXED-USE HOUSING.
IDEA AS A CITY WITHIN A GROUP-FORMED BUILDING- FINDING THE OPTIMUM SCALE OF THIS TYPOLOGY IS CRUCIAL IN DEFINING A 
SELF-SUSTAINABLE SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS FLEXIBILITY AND INDETERMINACY IN THE UNCERTAIN FUTURE.
ONCE THE NEW TYPOLOGY IS BEING “PLUGGED-IN”/ DEPLOYED, IT WOULD MANIFEST INTO A SITE SPECIFIC AND NO LONGER GENERIC; 
THUS TAKES ON A NEW LIFE OF ITS OWN. GENERIC THEN LOCALIZED. TYPICAL YET HETEROGENEOUS.
ATTEMPTS IN THREE DIFFERENT SCALES: 
ON AN URBAN SCALE, THIS THESIS SEES ARCHITECTURE CAN BE SERVED AS AN AGENT OF DERIVING AN URBAN FORM BY 
REGISTERING THE CHANGING NEEDS OF THE SOCIETY AND DESIRE OF ITS INHABITANTS. 
ON A BLOCK SCALE, DESIGNING THE INFRASTRUCTURAL AMATURE FOR LOCAL ADAPTATION. REDEFINING THE RIGIDITY OF  AN 
ORTHOGONAL GRID AND RESIZING SUPERSIZED BLOCK TO A OPTIMIZED SCALE. 
ON BUILDING DESIGN SCALE, THIS THESIS IS TESTING THE ABILITY OF ARCHITECTURE AS A FLEXIBLE FRAMEWORK WHERE 
ADDITIVE AND SUBSTRACTIVE PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTS COULD BE ADAPTED AND KEEP THE ARCHITECTURE FROM OBSOLENCE 
AND REMAIN AS A PRODUCTIVE ARTIFACT THAT IS RELEVANT TO ITS CULTURAL CONTEXT-- ESPECIALLY IN THE VOLATILE , COMPLEX 
AND UNCERTAIN FUTURE OF CHINA NOW.
FAR ANALYSIS
YEAR 2020
PLOT AREA:  2602.5 SQ.M.
SITE COVERAGE: 1224 SQ.M. 
47%
NET AREA: 32791.5
FAR = 25.3
BONUS FAR GRANTED!
= more green spaces!
BONUS FAR GRANTED!
NYC code:
Other Code for Reference:
Residential- Hong Kong: FAR 8 ; NYC: 10
Commercial mixed-use- HK: FAR 15 ; NYC 15
NYC: Height over 200m - restricted to 65% coverage 
only
HK: every 25 Floors need 1 refuge Floor 
+20% Bonus! if Tower on a plaza 
65% 
+33% Bonus! if includes Affordable Housing
PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION 
LANDSCAPE 20%
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 30%
LIVE 25% WORK 15%
PLAY 10%
PLOT AREA:  2602.5 SQ.M.
SITE COVERAGE: 47%
TOTAL BUILDING AREA: 32791.5 SQ.M
LANDSCAPE 40%
INFRASTRUCTURE
AMENITIES 10%
PLAY LIVE 
WORK
YEAR 2020 YEAR 2050
DIAGRAMS OF PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION AND FAR ANALYSIS
60M 60-80M
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>>MAXIMUM FAR/ FRAMEWORK & FLEXIBILITY IN 
PROGRAMMING
AS LAND IS A LIMITED RESOURCES IN THIS CASE; IN ORDER TO 
COMPLETELY SATISFIED THE NEED OF HOUSING IN ABOUT 20 
PLOTS ( AN AREA OF 60M X 80M PER PLOT), THE MINIMUM 
FAR WOULD BE 25.3 (2020) & FAR 12.7 (2050). 
TO BUILD A HIGH RISE IS TO MAXIMIZE THE GFA OF A PLOT.
THE PROPOSED RANGE OF TOWER HEIGHTS ARE 100M, 200M & 
300M.  
IN YEAR 2020: POPULATION IS PROJECTED TO REACH ITS PEAK, 
VAST AMOUNT OF LAND WILL BE PROGRAMMED TO SUPPORT 
HOUSING (25%) AND ITS RELATED INFRASTRUCTURES (I.E. 
TRANSPORTATION) AND AMENITIES (30% OF EACH PLOT)
ONLY 20% WILL BE FOR LANDSCAPE AND 10% FOR 
“ENTERTAINMENT” (PLAY).
HOWEVER, IN YEAR 2050; AS THE POPULATION AGED AND 
DECLINED, VANCANCY OF HOUSING UNITS COULD BE TURNED 
INTO LANDSCAPE AND FURTHER MIXING OF PROGRAMS 
BETWEEN THE THREE - LIVE, WORK ,PLAY  WOULD BE MORE 
INTEGRATED ; SMALLER SPACES ARE EXPECTED TO BE 
ABSORBED INTO LARGER AGGLOMERATIONSAND (50%). 
LIVING SPACES PER PERSON WOULD AT LEAST BE DOUBLED - 
FROM 12 SQ. M. TO 24 SQ. M.
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A MINI-CITY THAT IS  CONSTANTLY RECONFIGURING ITSELF
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>>LOGIC OF SYSTEMS: STREET NETWORK 
URBAN GRID BASE ON A HIERARCHY OF OPTIMUM STREET 
WIDTHS (6M, 12.5M, 15M & 30M), BLOCK SCALE (60-90M X 
60-90M) AND TRAFFIC FLOWS ( BOTH ACROSS THE ISLAND 
VERTICALLY AND HORIZONTALLY).
BUILDINGS ARE SE-NW FACING ORIENTED;   
A MESH-LIKE NETWORK IS DERIVED. 
DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING THE LOGIC OF NEW GRID AND ROAD NETWORK SYSTEM
TRAIN / CAR
2ND: 
PERIPHERY 
RING ROAD 
OVERLAYING
SYSTEMS
~60-90M
URBAN GRID BASE ON OPTIMUM STREET WIDTHS, BLOCK SIZES AND TRAFFIC FLOWS
2-3 MIN. OF WALKING RADIUS BETWEEN THREE MAIN CROSS ACCESS
MAIN ACCESS 
FOOT BRIDGE
CAR TRAFFIC
|  73
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>>LOGIC OF SYSTEMS: STREET NETWORK 
A STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK IS INTRODUCED ACCORDING 
TO MAIN BUILDING ORIENTATIONS AND PERPENDICULAR TO
EACH OTHER. FORMAL FOLDS TO CREATE LANDSCAPES AT 
THE EDGE CONDITIONS.
DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING THE LOGIC OF NEW GRID AND  IS CORRESPONDING STRUCTURAL 
SYSTEM FOR THE FLEXIBLE URBAN FRAMEWORK TO FOLLOW IN BOTH X, Y DIRECTIONS
EDGE CONDITIONS WHERE FOLDS (LANDSCAPE) HAPPENS
OVERLAY OF ALL STRUCTURAL GRIDS
THE CHOOSEN SITE: WU BAI TIAN AND THE PROPOSED MASTERPLAN
RED MARK INDICATES THE SELECTED PLOT FOR BUILDING SCALED DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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>3.2 BLOCK
>>CHAPTER 3:
OPERATIONAL METHODOLOGY & OUTCOMES
SELECTED PLOT
SW
maximize
distance between towers 15-18m single corridor
slab block
Block size ~ 60x80m
5m Set back
300m
75/F
SE
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DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING THE  RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TWO TOWERS
public program public program 
public green space public infrastructural 
program - Waterfront
ground plaza
underneath each tower
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PUBLIC PROGRAMS AT GROUND AND PODIUM LEVELS OF INDIVIDUAL TOWERS
2 way streets - 
Car accessible
15m
front street
13.5m
back street
Pedestrian 
Oriented 
public transit @15m
elevated Pedestrian bridge 
@12m
30m 
main car access
DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING THE STREET ACCESS AND  PUBLIC TRANSIT ACCESS IN RELATIONSHIP 
TO THE BUILDING TOWER
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water front infrastructurecivic school
can be emptified out in 2050
become landscape
commercial 
expendable units
and infilled amenities
large commercial center
residential units
AMENITIES WITHIN EACH TOWER  VS.  LARGER CIVIC AND COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS AT GROUND LEVEL
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+12M - FLOOR 3 +49M - FLOOR12
Amphitheater 
generic
programs:
meeting 
spaces
lounge
Sports hall
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>3.3 BUILDING DESIGN
>>CHAPTER 3:
OPERATIONAL METHODOLOGY & OUTCOMES
Amphitheater 
generic
programs:
meeting 
spaces
lounge
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+12M - FLOOR 3
Sports hall
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+49M - FLOOR12
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green terraces
specific
programs:
"re-creational"- cultural/ creative production :
performance place
theater
multi-purpose public spaces
 
expandable unit -extra living spaces
individual unit's green houses
 +252m
 +72m
 +164m
 +288m
 +268m
 +264m
 +260m
 +256m
 +168m
 +280m
 +276m
 +272m
 +284m
 +188m
 +300m
 +292m
 +296m
 +184m
 +108m
 +176m
 +228m
 +180m
 +172m
 +144m
 +200m
 +192m
 +208m
 +204m
 +116m
 +140m
 +220m
 +216m
 +212m
 +224m
 +248m
 +244m
 +236m
 +240m
 +232m
 +136m
 +148m
 +152m
 +160m
 +156m
 +84m
 +8m
 +120m
 +124m
 +128m
 +112m
 +132m
 +0m
-4m
-8m
-12m
 +100m
 +104m
 +68m
 +96m
 +76m
 +80m
 +88m
 +92m
 +36m
 +48m
 +52m
 +56m
 +60m
 +64m
 +40m
 +44m
 +12m
 +16m
 +20m
 +24m
 +28m
 +32m
 +4m
generic
programs:
retail
restaurant
day care circulation space
circulation space
larger multi-purpose ammenities space
flexible expansion community socializing space
flexible expansion community socializing space
public plaza - buffering zone between public and private
parking access parking
piling
community classroom
permanent "shelf" structure for future 
program infill
vertical circulation space
circulation space
traffic Road 6m Pedestrian path
public service
infrastructure- 
sewage/ water
behind the elevator core 
( circulatory space)
meeting spaces
circulation space
circulation space
flexible expansion community space
multiple purposes spaces
green terraces
flexible expansion community socializing space
green terraces
green terraces
circulation space
public transit
multiple purposes spaces
green terraces
OVERALL BUILDING SECTION
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multiple purposes spaces
green terraces
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2050...
2020...
TO BE PROVIDED:  PHASE 1: -2020
1.) LIVE 
MOSTLY SMALLER  STUDIOS AND SOHO OFFICE UNITS
FAMILY UNITS WITH SHARED AMMENITIES
2.) CIRCULATIONS SYSTEMS
- SPLIT CORES AT BOTH ENDS
3.) STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK
-SEMI-SPACE FRAME STRUCTURE (HEXAGON SYSTEM)
TO BE PROVIDED:
PHASE 2: -2050
1.) LIVE / WORK
LARGER FAMILY UNITS PARTIALLY ALTERED TO 
SHARED AMMENITIES
OPEN SPACES / GREEN TERRACES ARE ACCESSIBLE 
TO INDIVIDUAL UNIT
+49M - FLOOR12
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EXPLODED PRESPECTIVE
7.
0
0
5.25
3
.
1
6
6.25 3.75
7
.
0
0
9.00
3
.
1
5
1 BEDROOM (2PP.) TYP A
SRO UNITS; TYP A, B, C
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RESIDENTIAL UNITS AND MODULES:
IN 2050:
SRO UNITS CAN BE 
COMBINED INTO 
LARGER FAMILY UNITS
7.
0
0
14.00
4
.
5
0
3 BEDROOMS (4PP.)- DISSOLVABLE TYP. A
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IN 2050:
UNIT “DISSOLVES”
INTO PUBLIC 
CIRCULATION AREA 
AND COMMON 
AMENITIES SPACES
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>4.1: THESIS DEFENSE 
>>CHAPTER 4:
APPENDIX
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THESIS DEFENSE 12.20.2012 -M.I.T. MEDIA LAB
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>4.2: MODELS
>>CHAPTER 4:
APPENDIX
1:200 TOWER MODEL 
1:2000 MASTERPLAN SITE MODEL 
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1:200 
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1:200
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1:200
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1:2000 MASTERPLAN MODEL
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>>CHAPTER 4:
APPENDIX
>4.3: PRELIMINARY SCHEMES 
ITERATIONS ON DIFFERENT SCALES
STRATEGY 1- COURTYARD ENCLAVES STRATEGY 2 - LINKED
26 UNITS X 2 EACH LEVEL  ( 50% LIVING - 50% OTHER PROGRAMS)
28 - 30 LEVELS / 3 M FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHT 
26 UNITS X 2 EACH LEVEL  ( 50% LIVING - 50% OTHER PROGRAMS)
28 - 30 LEVELS / 3 M FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHT 
26 UNITS X 2 EACH LEVEL  ( 50% LIVING - 50% OTHER PROGRAMS)
GFA:
LAYERING HIGHER LEVEL OF PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS AND CREATE 
PUBLIC GREEN SPACES
Concept:
- Internalized Coutyards 
- high inner connectivity
- Increase surface area for terracing 
Concept:
- high level of pedestrian-oriented 
   inter-connectivity
- public shared zones between building 
blocks
Green public spaces
50m
60m
STRATEGY 3- LINKED MAT -HYBRID
26 UNITS X 2 EACH LEVEL  ( 50% LIVING - 50% OTHER PROGRAMS)
28 - 60 LEVELS / 3 M FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHT 
Concept:
- high level of pedestrian-oriented 
   inter-connectivity
- public shared zones between building 
blocks
- create variety of density of building types
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>INITIAL ITERATIONS- BLOCK SCALE: TEST OF MASSING STRATEGY, DENSITY, ACCESSIBILITY AND POROSITY
STRATEGY 4 - STEPPED ENCLAVES
6X6X6 CUBE MODULES 
EMCLOSED SHARING/ NON-RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS EMBEDDED
STRATEGY 5- EXTENDED  INFRASTRUCTURE SLAB
20M X 32.5M PER SLAB
20M X 130 M PER BLOCK
STRATEGY 3.5- COURTYARD HYBRID ENCLAVES
26 UNITS X 2 EACH LEVEL  ( 50% LIVING - 50% OTHER PROGRAMS)
28 - 30 LEVELS / 3 M FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHT 
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PROCESS MODELS: INITIAL MASSING MODELS - BLOCK SCALES (115X200M)
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PROCESS MODELS: UNIT AGGREGATION TEST
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>STRUCTURAL STRATEGY; UNIT AGGREGATION ATTEMPT
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DESIGN STRATEGY VER 1.0 -LEARNING FROM THE HABITAT 67’
URBAN SCALE
SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATION:
CONTINUOUS INTERWOVEN WALKWAYS AND INFRASTRUCTURAL ELEMENT
Minimum number of units accomodate:
-28 units per level per plot
-total 168 units per level per block
-2-3 cores per block 
Distance between cores: 27-40 m 
BLOCK PLAN (115m X 200m)
1:250
6.009.00 9.00
9
.
2
0
3.20
5.41
7.94
7.79
5
.
9
9
5
.
2
4
6
.
0
0
6.00
3
6
.
0
0
5
.
0
9
15
.95
3
0
.
0
0
3
6
.
0
0
6.00
12.
98
15.95
21.00
24.00
21.005
4
.
7
6
5
1
.
8
2
5
4
.
7
6
6.00
3
.
2
0
9
.
2
0
3.20
6
.
0
0
DESIGN STRATEGY VER 1.0 -LEARNING FROM THE HABITAT 67’
ARCHITECTURAL SCALE
UNIT AGGREGATION  :  STACKING/ LOAD BEARING AS THE STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
PROGRAM ANALYSIS & THE PROJECTIVE LIVING MODEL
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ARE WE TALKING ABOUT...
Yes / No Yes / No Permanent / Interchangeable
LIVIABLITY ?
SUSTAINABILITY ?
DENSITY ?
CULTURAL?
LIVE
WORK
PLAY
AMENITIES
NON SPECIFIC
PRIVATE / SEMI- / PUBLIC
Landscapes and 
Courtyards
Waterfront Promenade
Markets : street, food, 
night markets
Shops and Resturants
Kindergarten
Child Care Center
Elderly Center
Bike Path /
Public Transit
Performing Arts 
Center
Multi-purposes
Event Spaces
Tea Houses
Painting and Literature
School / Museum
Cooking School
Functional/ Productive 
Spaces (Public)
Multi-purposes 
Rooms (for rent)
Meeting Rooms
Studio Office
Family Units
SRO
FORMAL / INFORMAL SOCIAL CONDENSER PRODUCTION RELATED LIFE CYCLE GENERIC / SPECIFIC / INDETERMINATE
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PROCESS MODELS: BUILDING SCALE- STRUCTURAL SYSTEM TEST 
|  117
>MID-REVIEW: BUILDING SCALE
TEST 1: DIAGONAL BRACING AND TRAY SYSTEM; SPLIT CORE VERTICAL CIRCULATION SYSTEM; PODIUM TOWER
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EXPLODED AXON
DESIGN STRATEGY 
ARCHITECTURAL SCALE - STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
SRO-3 larger unit w/ bath
1/F SRO w/o bath
(Small Office Home Office)
mezzaine 
w/ bath
SRO 3 -larger unit w/ bath 
multiple-residents
1/F Plan
2/F Plan
Section
1/F Plan
2/F Plan
Section
1/F Plan
2/F Plan
Section
Plan
Section
Plan
Section
Plan
Section
OFFICE MEETING ROOMS
MORE THAN 3 PEOPLE
SRO -1
SRO -2
SRO-1 can also become a... 
OFFICE STUDIO
SRO-2 can also become a... 
OFFICE STUDIO w/ bath
STRUCTURAL FLEXIBILITY OPTIMIZED FLEXIBILITYPROGRAMMATIC ORGANIZATION
WALL /COLUMN FLOOR/STAIR/SLOPE APERATURE
3.7592
3.7647
2.0000
3.7477
4.0000 4.0000
1.8800
1.8200
4.7677
3.8148
1.4479 3.2677
1.8800
1.8200
2.0000
2.0000 2.0000
2.0000
1.4479
2.7734
0.8266
3.8408
5.8092
3.9526
5.8092
5.8092
3.9526
4.7559
4.75594.7559
4.7559
1.8288
2.4384
4.0000
0.4478
0.8715
4.0000
+
or
or
=
THE FLEXIBLE UNIT
WHAT IS FLEXIBLITY?
1:50
DESIGN STRATEGY
ARCHITECTURAL SCALE - UNIT AGGREGATION TO 
OVERALL SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATION
Infrastructure
Amenities - market / commercial shops and restaurant
Specific recreational Venues 
Mixed use Module
SINGULAR
DUALITY
DULAITY
SRO-1 W/O BATH
SRO-2 W/ BATH
SRO-3 W BATH
SRO-3  & FAMILY UNITS
SRO-3  & FAMILY UNITS
SRO-3 W BATH
SRO-2 W/ BATH
SRO-1 W/O BATH
CIRCULATION AND ATRIUM
multi-purpose spaces
street market
Multipurposes Auditorium
performing arts center
shops
parking / public transit
Access to public transit
4m
RESIDENTIAL UNITS AND MODULES
1:50
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RESIDENTIAL AND 
INTERCHANGAE-
ABLE OFFICE UNITS 
MIXED USE LOW-
RISE COMPLEX
TRAY SYSTEM 
FOR ADDITIVE 
UNITS /PROGRAMS
FROM GROUND PLAZA
UNIT ACCESS CORRIDOR
FROM GROUND UP
PROCESS MODELS: POST-MID REVIEW
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>ITERATIONS: BUILDING SCALE
TEST 2: HEXAGON STRUCTURAL FRAMING WITH I BEAMS AS CONNECTIONS; DUAL FACADE AND SPACE DIVISION SYSTEM 
TEST 3: HEXAGON STRUCTURAL FRAMING WITH I BEAMS AS CONNECTIONS; SEPARATED SYSTEM OF SPATIAL CONFIGURATION FROM 
THE HEXAGON STRUCTURE; FLOOR SLABS SUPPORTED BY SECONDARY VERTICAL CORES.
TEST 2 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 3
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A VERTICAL URBAN FRAMEWORK
DESIGN STRATEGY
ARCHITECTURAL SCALE - SECTIONAL EXPLORATION
COMMERCIAL / CIVIC 
OFFICES
CORE
ATRIU
OORS
CAR PARK
LIVE / LIVE 
UNIT
LIVE / L
UNIT >
COMMON 
SPACES
TO BE PROVIDED:  PHASE 1: -2020
1.) LIVE 
ALL SMALLER  STUDIOS AND SOHO OFFICE UNIT
MAIN FAMILY UNITS
SHARED AMMENITIES
2.) CIRCULATIONS SYSTEMS
- SPLIT CORE
 -ATRIUM CORE
3.) STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK
-SEMI-SPACE FRAME  (HEXAGONE SYSTEM
TO BE PROVIDED:
PHASE 2: -2050
1.) LIVE 
LARGER FAMILY UNITS PARTIALLY ALTERED TO 
SHARED AMMENITIES
OTHER  PROGRAMS
AND OPEN SPACES
DESIGN STRATEGY
ARCHITECTURAL SCALE - PROVIDING A INFRASTRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK
RENTAL UNIT PLANS 1:100
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>ITERATIONS
URBAN SCALE TESTS ON OVERALL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION  
TEST 1:  CONCENTRATED DENSITY AT THE CENTER OF THE ISLAND - CITY CENTER MODEL
TEST 2:  ROAD INFRASTRUCTRAL INTEGRATION WITH BUILDINGS AND CREATE AN OVERALL BUILDING ENVELOPE
TEST 3: VARYING GRID NETWORK SYSTEM ( A DISTORTED SQUARE)
TEST 4: VARYING DIAGONAL GRID NETWORK SYSTEM OVERLAY ON STRUCTURAL GRID AND CREATE SPECIFIC EDGE CONDITIONS 
PROCESS MODELS: ISLAND SCALE
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TEST 1 TEST 3
TEST 2 TEST 4
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PROCESS SCENARIO: URBAN SCALE: IF THERE IS ONLY ONE DOMINANT TYPE?
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PROCESS SCENARIO: URBAN SCALE: ANOTHER DYSTOPIA?
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DESIGN STRATEGY
REGENERATING A FLEXIBLE AND DIVERSED URBAN SYSTEM 
1. TRAIN/PUBLIC TRANSIT TRAFFIC
1. 
1. & 3. CIRCULATIONS FOLLOW THE 28M GRID
2. CIRCULATIONS FOLLOW THE 7M GRID
2. 3. 
2. FOOT TRAFFIC (FOOT BRIDGE)
3. CAR TRAFFIC 
DENSITY TEST = HIGHEST - SQUARE GRID DENSITY TEST = HIGHEST - HEXAGON GRID
DENSITY TEST = HIGHEST - HEXAGON GRID WITH TRAFFIC HIGHLIGHT
DENSITY TEST = HIGHEST - HEXAGON GRID WITH SETBACK BLOCK
DENSITY TEST = HIGHEST - DIAMOND GRID
DENSITY TEST = MEDIUM - DIAMOND GRID
DENSITY TEST = HIGHEST- DIAMOND GRID WITH SETBACK BLOCKS DENSITY TEST = MEDIUM - DIAMOND GRID WITH SETBACK BLOCKS
+
50% Housing
(50% public circ.)
100% Housing
30% Housing
70% open
100% Housing
50% Housing
50% Housing
50% Tranisit circ.
100% Housing
100% Open space
155
.85
93
.66
100.29
84.90
9
0
.
0
0
1
8
0
.
0
0
104.53
5
0
.
0
0
128
.25
112.
87
115.82
OPTIMIZED DENSITY = MEDIUM - DIAMOND GRID WITH SETBACK BLOCKS
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF TEST 4: URBAN  AND BLOCK SCALES
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF TEST 4: STRUCTURAL AND PROGRAM INTEGRATION
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>>CHAPTER 4:
APPENDIX
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THE ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE IN THE MOMENT OF CRISIS:
“HOWEVER, OUR POINT IS NOT THAT ARCHITECTURE SHOULD 
SOMEHOW BE “CRITICAL,” BUT THAT IT CANNOT NOT 
REFLECT AND INTERACT WITH SOCIAL AND IDEOLOGICAL 
ANTAGONISMS: THE MORE IT TRIES TO BE PURE AND PURELY 
AESTHETIC AND/OR FUNCTIONAL, THE MORE IT REPRODUCES 
THESE ANTAGONISMS.” ZIZEK, SLAVOJ; LIVING IN THE END TIMES, P.274
>>! ARCHITECTURE REGAINS ITS AUTONOMY !
> SUNNIE S.LAU
SOSARCHUDS@GMAIL.COM
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